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The National Leadership Center – for a 

serving leadership for the sake of the 

future generations 

By Eran Glazer  

The National Leadership Center was established in 2010 in the city of Ariel. In the vision 

of the NLC which was presented upon its foundation, a value-based absorption of biblical 

stories was noted as enabling an educational process to be built. Participants in the NLC's 

activities face tasks that require leadership, cooperation and joint decision-making, as well 

as to walk the path of overcoming the difficulties, until reaching the goal. 

In the last decade, a program has been developed based on experiential extracurricular 

activities that combines experiential-challenging activities with discussions on value issues. 

In this article, we will present the educational process going on at the NLC, describe the 

activities in the facilities, clarify the logics that guide the activities in the various facilities 

and incorporate responses we received from visitors who participated in our activities.  

An educator who participated in the activity with his students wrote: "Climbing as opposed 

to fear, the leap, the attempt to stabilize themselves on a high pillar, the understanding that 

they can jump and stay safe, the emotional experience while doing so and understanding, 

together with the NLC's training staff, its experience and meaning – it’s Priceless."  Our 

main message is: "I heard - and I forgot, I saw - and I remembered, I did - and I understood." 

Accordingly, learning is done by doing. The experience and coping lead the process that the 

participants go through. 

 

In this article we will present also the concepts, conceptual and practical, that led to the 

establishment of the NLC. The NLC's leadership concept is significant for understanding the 

spirit behind the activity. We will see how the idea and experience acquired in similar 

facilities in the United States have been adapted to the needs, target audiences and style of 

activity accepted in Israel. As a complement to the theory, we will describe the facilities and 

the unique activity. We will open with the birth of the idea in Israel. 

 

 

Background 
Over the past few decades, a method of operation has been formulated in challenging camps 

in the United States, where outdoors activity is an experiential learning pattern that combines 

experiential-challenging activity in the countryside, accompanied by discussions of ethical 

issues. This unique combination helps participants develop their abilities in teamwork, team 

leadership, goal-setting and working towards achieving them, develop inter-personal 

communication skills and cope with challenges and difficulties, develop leadership 
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capabilities in dealing with decision-making, listening to group members and evaluating 

common risks, and performing tasks in height facilities and low facilities. In 2008, the Ariel 

Municipality decided to implement, with the assistance of a group of donors who specialize 

in operating these camps in the United States, a plan to establish a national center for 

leadership development in Israel. The program was formulated in partnership with the 

Ministry of Education, and the ministry accompanied the establishment of the NLC and 

participated in writing the content and adapting them to the needs of the education 

system. The intention was to set a high standard of safety, construction and operation, 

alongside a cohesive educational program that was very successfully tested among youth and 

girls groups and in groups of parents and adolescent children, and which was based on 

programs written over the years on encouraging meaningful service, mitzvah age, school 

leadership, student council leadership and more. 

 

The initiators of the idea turned to the then mayor of Ariel, the late Ron Nachman. Nachman 

supported with all his might the establishment of the National Leadership Center in Ariel and 

allocated resources and space for the project. When the project was presented, it was clear 

that it was a unique and attractive plan, and with a significant and extensive scope of 

construction. The National Leadership Center opened its doors in 2010.The current 

mayor, Mr. Eli Shaviro, continued to promote the NLC and even allocated resources for the 

implementation of projects. In the establishment, it was emphasized the need to create 

a place that will enable the planning and conduct of valuable, formative and 

challenging educational activities, with strict adherence to the quality and safety of 

the facilities. All facilities and activities have been designed and constructed in 

accordance with the American approach to a stringent safety standard, through Alpine 

Towers company. In the professional opinion on the NLC, Mr. Kobi (Jacob) Bellin wrote: 

"Such a concentration of altitude facilities, and a diverse possibility for group work, puts the 

National Leadership Center in Ariel as one of the unique facilities in the world" (Bellin, 

2016).  

The NLC was established in a large area, open to the landscape, adjacent to a natural forest, 

west of Ariel, based on many years of plans and experience in altitude facilities and ropes. 

The method chosen is consistent with the American approach to group and individual 

activities that focus on tasks that require collaboration in group settings. 

 

In the first years of the NLC's operation, 

the educational processes produced in 

the activity were defined. The day (or 

days) of activity has been defined as a 

'journey at new heights'. Journey – 

Because progress between the facilities 

requires personal coping and group 

cooperation. Heights – because you do 

climb to unreal heights and perform 

tasks that at the beginning of the 

journey seem impossible. The activity 
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plan reads: "The goal is to find our meaning/purpose, through tools and activities on issues 

of leadership, values and personal identity." 

 

 

 

The Approach to the activities 
The operating concept of the facilities and the need to perform the tasks in the group require 

responsibility for the leadership of the process and the execution of the challenge. In the 

1980s, the concept of "formative leadership" developed and was adopted as a model for the 

operation of the NLC: "Formative leadership tries to create a change in the expectations of 

the self-led. It does not compromise but leads to shaping the norms in the group's 

activities. The measures taken by the designer leader do not necessarily reflect an established 

system of wages and punishment. The designer leader's leadership relies on his personality, 

inner faith and ability to respond to certain needs of the leaders" (Bass, 1985). The formative 

leadership style enables you to handle crisis situations and lead a group in overcoming 

difficulty (Burger, 2020). 

 

Each group's modes of action are formulated in activity in the NLC's facilities in the spirit of 

the formative leadership. Participants formulate a plan and set goals. Everyone is required to 

contribute as much as they can and to the best of their skills. The activity requires full trust 

between the group members, listening, joint decisions and leading according to stages 

according to the plan set out at the beginning of the activity at the facility. The activity 

requires full trust between the group members, listening and joint decisions and leading 

according to stages according to the plan set out at the beginning of the activity at the 

facility. At the beginning of the experience in a climbing facility, we demonstrate the 

climbing path, and the friends experiment and receive feedback and assistance. It is possible 

to see, alongside the development of technical skill (even in short periods of time), the group 

dynamics that are created in formulating teamwork and allowing one of the group members 

to lead the activity. 

In the process that occurs during the activity, the participants manage to find out for 

themselves substantive topics: 

• Leadership and personal empowerment – The participant clarifies for himself the question 

of his ability to lead his life and examines his abilities in leading a group. 

• Personal and group responsibility – acquiring tools and skills to develop practical 

leadership, which emphasizes cooperation and inter-personal relationships. 

• Values – self-clarification of the principles that guide behavior. 

• Personal, Jewish and Israeli identity – connecting to the roots and embracing values through 

knowing the values of leaders from biblical stories. 

• Trust and faith – recognition of the abilities and skills that drive goals. 

 

In the book "If You Go Out To Wonderful Places" (Dr. Seuss. in a Hebrew version of Keter 

Publishing, translation by Ia Naor pp. 2-3. also appears as a single passage in textbooks.), it 

reads: "With legs in shoes, with brains in mind, you will find your way to fear! You can and 

know, ready and willing, you are the one who will decide where." The challenging situation 
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requires them to set goals, determination and teamwork. The sense of success they will feel 

at the end of the experience will strengthen their self-image and self-confidence. 

During the activity, several components are examined and clarified: personal 

empowerment; teamwork development; Processing circuits. Each participant in the activity 

will have a personal experience, whose intensity can be different for anyone: coping with a 

challenge; overcoming fear; trusting members and guides; concession for the good of the 

group; Acknowledging your own value. The development of teamwork undertakes to carry 

out the challenging tasks. In this way, cooperation, disclosure of responsibility, and 

leadership moves required to overcome difficulties are implemented in practice. At the end 

of each task, participants convene for a processing call hosted by the instructors, which is the 

basis for the success of the activity. They discuss the process the group members went 

through together. The processing calls that are adjacent to the group challenge take on special 

significance. During this process, the participants deal with questions concerning their 

personal skills, their ability to cooperate, and their ability to trust a friend and trust the 

guide. In many conversations, it becomes clear how processing the challenge creates order 

and helps participants get to know themselves and appreciate their friends. 

 

In the introduction to the book "Key Experiences for Turning Points: The Power of An 

Educational Experience" (Yair, 2006), the author defined the concept of key experiences: 

"Key experiences – powerful situations that occur in a short period of time, which lead to a 

turning point in the person's life." When a group is required to perform a complex climbing 

task, the members face the need to plan, risk, believe in the group members and guide and 

face personal difficulties. One of the participants will take on the task leadership and will 

actually experience a leadership experience. Overcoming the experience, by performing the 

task and coping with the challenge, is like a turning point for participants. In the article 

"Therapeutic Pedagogy" (Moyal, 2018), the author described participating in a unique 

activity as a very powerful experience that occurs in a short period of time. A turning point, 

in his view, will be expressed in the person's rethinking of his life and self-discovery to the 

point of adopting a new way of life and identity. 

In activity at the NLC, students are allowed to influence the process. The participant accepts 

responsibility and overcomes the challenge with the group. From teachers' responses to the 

activity of student classes, we have learned how much they are also affected by the tasks that 

students perform— they see their students in a different light and learn to know abilities and 

skills that they did not know existed in their students. In the words of a summary of one of 

the teachers: 

 

It feels like a turning point in the students' view of themselves and their friends. The totality 

of the facilities enables participants to have experiences of different types and at different 

levels, both in personal aspects and in inter-personal aspects. The processing activities enable 

each participant to express his feelings and insights and formulate a new self-perception 

following the event. That moment when they beat themselves. Their illuminating face at the 

end of the challenge. Really sublime feeling. 

 

Activity in the NLC's facilities is a central part of an experience process that begins with 

coordination and prior acquaintance. The early meeting is intended to explain the nature of 
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the activity, to emphasize and to sharpen the safety instructions in the activity, to coordinate 

expectations with the teachers or with the group's instructors in preparation for the 

activity. Another significant step is the group's familiarity with its various aspects. In 

accordance with all of these, the activity plan is adapted, based on the points listed below: 

the nature of the group, the characteristics of the participants, the interaction between them 

(headquarters in front of an area, a team with prior acquaintance, a construction team, etc.) 

? Description of daily dynamics in the group, positive emphasis, description of difficulties 

and problems, defining the purpose of the activity day in terms of the group's manager, 

teachers and instructors, choosing emphasis on activity and processing conversations. 

The processing process takes place twice. Initial processing – After the beginning of the 

experience, in which inhibiting and promoting factors are asked, problems are flooded and 

we think together how to perform the task better. Processing and concluding the exercise – 

focuses on changes in execution following the initial processing. Identify strengths in the 

group and participants, emphasizing values that turned out to be important for joint 

success. Another significant aspect is reflected in the teacher's ability to see the classroom in 

unfamiliar situations and identify strengths in students whose exit serves as a platform for 

growth. 

 

In the processing conversations, we return to examples from the stories of the Bible. Thus, 

for example, in the "Leap of Faith" facility, the story of the battle between David and Goliath 

is combined to illustrate the need to plan for coping with a sense of extreme situation. As the 

verse article: "And David will say to the Philistine You come to me with a sword and a spear 

and a handlebars" (I Samuel 17:45). David, perceived as the weakest of them, comes 

prepared according to his skills. He collects pebbles and runs to surprise his enemy with his 

slingshot in his hand. David is good at planning ahead and relies on his strengths, which are 

well known to him, thus winning the battle. We develop the "persona" of King David as 

someone who was a different boy and his qualities as a shepherd and emphasize that everyone 

has the ability to be a leader. In the challenge, experiential activity serves as a catalyst for 

encouraging and creating change. 

 

 

Description of the facilities in the NLC 
Activity at each of the facilities opens with a task receipt and a detailed explanation of the 

process that needs to be under way. In a group task, early planning, acceptance of roles 

including task leadership, listening and collaboration will be emphasized. The facilities were 

designed for group tasks of varying degrees of difficulty. However, each facility also reflects 

the personal coping with the challenge. Each of the facilities in the NLC reflects the values 

on which the program is based. The following is a description of the facilities: 

 

1. Exodus – In order to create a group competition that requires cooperation and must 

be led, it is necessary to present a challenge to the participants. In Exodus, the group 

faces a task that can only be overcome through group cooperation. We chose to 

connect the story of the exodus from Egypt with the story of entering modern Israel 

on the immigrant ship Exodus. The backstory begins with the exodus from Egypt and 

brings the participants into events from the distant past and leads them to the desire 
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for freedom that accompanies the people and people throughout their lives. In order 

to succeed in the task, you need to cooperate and leadership is needed to lead the 

task. This is true of biblical past stories, correct for the resubbing with Israel in his 

country, and ready for the current group's coping, in the facility, with the challenge 

ahead. The group faces challenging tasks at altitude and on the ground, and leadership 

is necessary to succeed in carrying out the tasks. The tasks are expressed in the need 

for mutual responsibility, proper use of healthy communication and the ability to 

succeed when setting common goals. 

 

2. DROR, (Freedom)  – Participants climb to an altitude 

of about ten meters in a challenging climbing 

facility. When they reach the upper surface, they jump 

into the sparrow. The facility encourages personal coping 

with the assistance of the group members, and the process 

of climbing up to the point of jumping to freedom 

provokes thoughts about the path of life we are going 

through. Part of the coping, as we saw in the description 

of the educational program, is expressed in values of trust 

and faith. The participant examines his abilities and the 

trust he gives himself and his teammates. A unique 

activity for this facility is an activity for parents and 

children who carry out the challenge together. 

 

 

3. Group activity - low ropes – recently, a team development track was planned at the 

NLC. From the beginning of the activity, participants are required to formulate principles of 

action. The process is carried out in parallel with clarifying the exact task and establishing 

conditions for success in the task. When the task is 

clear, you can determine the order of the tasks to 

perform. The participants learn, during the execution, 

the importance of planning and meticulously 

maintaining the order of operations. 

 

 

 

a group of Jewish and Arab youth in activity 

 

 

The facility reflects the issue of personal and group responsibility. Participants learn to listen 

to each other, plan and learn lessons in order to successfully advance in the execution of the 

task. The group must choose leaders and be led by whoever is elected to the leadership. In 

fact, as illustrated in the summary and processing conversation, the facility reflects daily life 

in the group. 
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4. Leap of faith – The goal in this facility is to strengthen the self-image and self-confidence 

of the participants. The task is largely personal, and the group supports and facilitates the 

experience. The trust between the dispatcher guide and the 

participants is the NLC of activity. In fact, participants 

experience a trusting experience. They learn to trust the 

guide and see him as standing by them, backing them up and 

correcting mistakes when necessary. The activity begins with 

a personal climb to the top of the mast. The participant who 

climbed up stands on a small wooden surface and must jump 

towards another facility two meters away. Participants face 

the need to assess the degree of risk and commitment to 

carrying out the task. The participant faces difficulty and 

fear, learns the importance of empathy from the instructor 

and the group, reflects his self-image and strengthens 

him. Each participant determines his or her personal goal in thinking about breaking the glass 

ceiling. The facility presents a story of trust and faith. 

 

 

A participant who came from a boarding school in the NLC of the country came down from 

the activity on the facility and said: "Today I realized that I want more from my life, I believe 

in myself. I can be anything I choose." The things were said at the end of the mission and the 

class was real and touching. 

 

 

5. Climbing wall – Performing the task at the facility requires cooperation and trust between 

the participants. This is the value basis for success in the mission. If we rely on our friends 

and act in a spirit of cooperation, we will succeed. The facility rises to a height of 12 

meters. The climbing wall allows for six degrees of difficulty. The climber decides where he 

wants to go on the climb. The facility enables us to cope with setting goals and setting goals, 

determination and commitment to the mission. The climbing wall opens a unique exercise 

that simulates communication within an organization, reflects trust and communication 

styles, and enables group and personal coping with the challenge. 

A 17-year-old girl who participated in the activity asked to write her feelings: 

I've learned to trust others as well as myself, I've learned that if I want something, I can 

achieve it with a will, and not be afraid to ask others for help. Where I come from, I've never 

received any cheers and support. I never trusted another person to be responsible for my 

safety. I found out you can. You can change behavior patterns, as long as you want to make 

a change. When I came this week I had a tough week; I arrived in a very poor mood. When I 

came out, I was the exact opposite. A huge smile was spread from ear to ear, and my sense 

of security, where I am, and the company I'm with, went up several levels. That feeling, that 

you're on height, and you've climbed on your own, that you've let others help you, and that 

you're being encouraged from below. You feel good, you've come to the right place. That 

nothing can stop you if you just try. If I've succeeded in this, I'll make it all. The most amazing 

feeling in the world! 
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6. The Odyssey – The main idea in the facility is 

teamwork at high altitude. Therefore, the tasks are 

possible to perform only as a group effort. A single 

participant will not be able to pass the 

route. Participants who carried out the task were 

good at defining their feeling: "We went up to the 

facility a group (we thought) and got off a team." 

 

7. The Alpine Tower – a unique climbing tower 

that rises to a height of 17 meters. The facility 

allows climbing at several degrees of difficulty. It 

provides a challenge and experience for 

participants and provides 52 different ways to reach the goal that the candidate sets. Climbing 

requires cooperation and trust in the dispatcher. The group shares the decision of each 

climber regarding setting the climbing targets. The facility develops the ability to choose a 

goal (for life), to build the way to fulfill the goal, and to examine the resources available to 

the participant. 

 

The challenging facilities and unique activity do not foresee everything. Special emphasis is 

placed on the significant educational process that participants are exposed to. The initiators 

and its operators undertook a mission: "To develop a personal exemplar in the State of Israel, 

through experiential challenge training, to assimilate values in the spirit of biblical morality 

and with a forward look to the future." Coping in complex situations and success in 

performing tasks brings participants together with the basis for leadership development and 

the benefits of collaboration, teamwork and listening and trust. 

 

 

 

 

Activity day in the NLC 

The activity in the NLC is planned according to pedagogical principles, mainly the existence 

of appropriate preparation and the possibility of processing and personal and group, 

emotional and ethical clearances. The educational mantle and the deliberate accompaniment 

that take place throughout the activity enable success in the processes that the participants 

undergo. The very point of the conversation to start the day is in assessing the size of the 

challenge, and the task is to break the glass ceiling. Participants' phones are transferred to the 

shift to focus participants on the activity and to create a unique atmosphere during the 

experience. Participants experiment with an activity during which they are expected to lead 

and decide, consult and listen. Most of the participants come from frameworks in which they 

receive instructions and instructions, while during the activity, they share a unique and 

sometimes unfamiliar experience of coping – independently and with the group of equals – 

with the need to decide and execute. Coping is a central part of the process of formulating 

self-identity, formulating self-perception and recognizing the value of oneself. 
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At the end of the activity, there is a short processing conversation in which the participants 

talk about the experiences they experienced at the facility, the difficulties and things they 

learned from the activity. The experience of success and overcoming challenges teaches 

everyone about their abilities, setting boundaries and setting goals, as well as the benefits of 

being part of a group of task partners. In conversations that take place with participants at the 

end of the activity, we talk about experiences that can lead them to turning points. 

 

 

Summary 

The NLC's staff adopted the slogan "I did – I understood" – which points to the way to 

promote group discourse, to develop leadership and to experience success that is so important 

to the self-image and to faith in yourself and your friends. The connection to biblical stories 

and the spirit of leadership in the Bible combined with examples of today's leadership serve 

as a successful bridge to coping and a leadership spirit in the transition between the facilities 

and deepening the affinity for heritage. Participants learn that it is not possible to shorten or 

skip difficulties and that if contestants (do) succeed. Experiencing tasks that require 

leadership and decision making at a specific time, risk assessment and cooperation enables 

growth and self-awareness. In the implementation of the educational process, the NLC's 

value perception is integrated and is reflected in the individual's and the group's coping with 

challenges that require leadership, cooperation, listening and trust, by the way of relying on 

biblical stories. 

The instructors of one of the groups wrote after the activity: "It was exciting to see the smiles 

on the faces of the forty boys and girls. It was an empowering and enriching day, in which 

the common heroes were introduced from the sources. All of us, the teenagers and all the 

staff, felt a strong connection to the people and the place. We believe that such activities 

contribute to strengthening the connection between the group members, but also to the 

surrounding society." 

 

 
Proud of successful termination of operations at the facility 

 

One thank-you note read:  

"The boys themselves later expressed great excitement about the experience. Their self-

discovery was a powerful moment "The moment I jumped from the high pillar", "The moment 

I stood up on the pillar and stood up", for them this point of discovering inner ability and 

triumphing over fear is a moment of discovering strengths that will accompany them on in 

their lives."  
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An experience of coping and overcoming, group formation and recognition of self-worth, 

leadership and leading friends, and accepting personal and group responsibility. 

In our view, the concept of the National Center for Leadership Development in Ariel, is what 

we hired. 
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